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yielded what became our most popular
tune ‘Who Will Save Rock and Roll?’.
I can’t think of another band that’s
accomplished that on a record recorded
long after their supposed heyday.”
All Music Guide called the album “a non-stop
barrage of spitfire precision rock” and they
toured the world in support of its release.
Since then there has been the occasional
reformation (sometimes as Dictators NYC
minus Shernoff) and the odd archival / demo
release (Every Day is Saturday). Whatever the
group’s fortunes may be, for their enormous
fan base around the world the spirit of The
Dictators lives on – All hail The Dictators!
Ian McFarlane
“Around 1996 there was renewed
interest in the band so it was either make
a new record or become a nostalgia
act. Everyone knows that when bands
‘get back together’ the reunion records
invariably suck, so it was a difficult,
creative challenge. We hadn’t made a
record together in 20 years, so the trick
was to retain the outrageous attitude
and youthful enthusiasm of the teenage
Dictators while still maintaining our
adult dignity. I also felt the legacy of
the band required one more record.
I think we broke the comeback jinx
and I’m particularly proud that D.F.F.D.
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3. California Sun
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6. (I Live For) Cars and Girls
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17. I Am Right!!
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19. The Savage Beat
20. Burn, Baby, Burn!!
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F THE PRAISE AND ACCOLADES
heaped upon them down the years
could be translated into record sales
then they’d be the richest band in the
world. There are fans who believe them
to be the best band in the world and
all their albums are significant, so words of
praise flow easily:
Gregg Turner and Gary Sperrazza, BOMP!
magazine (November 1977): “Show us a rock
‘n’ roll fan who doesn’t like Go Girl Crazy and
we’ll show you someone who only pretends
to listen to records. The Dictators were
saying ‘have fun’ and believe us, that was a
Hilly Kristal’s
CBGBsin(where
Television,
profound
revelation
the Stone
Age of the
Ramones,
early
70’s.”Patti Smith, Blondie had been
playing for years) but the scene in general
remained at arm’s length. Shernoff had
decided to stay in the background but was
persuaded to rejoin on keyboards.
For second album, Manifest Destiny, they
adopted a look and sound more akin to the
Blue Öyster Cult than their earlier proto-punk
image. It was a deliberate move to court a
more mainstream, melodic arena rock sound
with mid-tempo pop-rock and power ballads.
They’d also started touring the country,
supporting the likes of KISS, Uriah Heep, ZZ
Top, Starz etc so that’s where they headed –
“Playing simplified heavy metal for teenagers
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un-PC attitude to burn. Rather than focus on
their “party all day” obsessions of yesteryear,
this time out Shernoff turned his lyric attention
to subjects such as gentrification, alienation
and miscommunication.

The band’s story has been well chronicled,
suffice to say that by the time they recorded
the debut album the line-up comprised: Andy
(billed as Adny on the sleeve) Shernoff (bass,
lead vocals); Ross “The Boss” Friedman
(FUNichello on the sleeve) (lead guitar, vocals);
Scott “Top Ten” Kempner (Pacemaker guitar);
Stu Boy King (drums); and the band’s “Secret
Weapon” installed as frontman, Handsome
Dick Manitoba (born Richard Blum).
Shernoff explains the band’s origins:
“For my generation it all started with
The Beatles on Ed Sullivan, everybody

and I mean everybody watched their
performance... I knew I wanted to play
music after that. I became hooked on
rock music. I initially went through an
intense Beach Boys phase, followed by
the Stones, Kinks and Who. Eventually I
got hooked on the hard stuff; The MC5,
The Stooges and Lenny Kaye’s Nuggets
compilation, all of which were direct
influences on The Dictators.
“I knew we were doing something out
of the ordinary but there was no way to
predict the consequences. We formed
in 1973, which was not a particularly
fertile period for rock and roll. It was
full of long-winded
musical pomposity
and sensitive

singer songwriters. The fun element
had completely disappeared because
everybody was taking themselves way
too seriously. That left a huge vacuum
for the high energy, rebellious rock and
roll that we loved and grew up on.
“I was inspired by the lyrics of Brian
Wilson and Chuck Berry and always
felt they epitomized rock and roll.
I wanted to capture the teenage
experience as they did but from the
perspective of a boy growing up in
New York City. ‘(I Love) Cars and Girls’
is my tribute to Brian Wilson. I have
always felt that The Dictators’ lyrical
approach was our major contribution.
Unfortunately satire, sarcasm and rock
and roll didn’t inspire the masses.”
NDER THE DIRECTION OF BLUE
Öyster Cult producers Murray
Krugman and Sandy Pearlman,
the first album remains a master
class in hard rock dynamics,
sizzling guitar leads and the kind
of proto-punk attitude that never goes out
of style. Everything was in its place, from
the tunes and the guitars to the iconic front
cover image. It ranks with the early classics
by the MC5, the Stooges, New York Dolls and
the Flamin’ Groovies as a definitive addition
to the catalogue of manic rockin’ out. It was

mean and lean, funny and frivolous
and just downright cool.
“Murray and Sandy were the first
people to support and encourage us
even though there was absolutely no
precedent or blueprint for what we
were doing. We hooked up with them
in 1973, years before CBGB’s, the
Ramones, or any kind of ‘punk’ scene
existed… and except for Ross we were
barely competent on our instruments.
Those guys saw something in us and
for that I am eternally grateful.”
The album didn’t sell, Epic Records dropped
them and the band broke up at the end of
‘75. By early 1976, they were back together
with Handsome Dick, Ross the Boss, Top
Ten and new rhythm section of drummer
Richie Teeter and bassist Mark “The Animal”
Mendoza. The band started to get gigs at
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